Summer Vacation Employment
Software Engineers
12 weeks paid work experience
Belrose, Sydney

- Want to undertake work experience with a worldwide software company that's growing?
- With one of the best working environments in Australia?
- On award winning software that is changing the world of electronics design?
- And that's Australian?

Our world leading electronic design tool is breaking down barriers to outstanding technological innovation in places such as NASA, Cochlear, Bang & Olufsen and thousands of others.

In addition to winning the inaugural Software and Embedded Systems category in the Engineers Australia, “Engineering Excellence Awards 2008” we were also a finalist in the 2007 “Employer of Choice” Australian HR awards.

Get to know more about us at [www.altium.com](http://www.altium.com) and for a complete list of awards and recognition, visit: [http://www.altium.com/successes/en/awards--recognition.cfm](http://www.altium.com/successes/en/awards--recognition.cfm)

We are now recruiting for our 2009/2010 vacation employment program and are seeking applications from talented penultimate year university students who are passionate about programming and enjoy working on complex development.

Positions will be based out of our Headquarters in Belrose, Sydney.

**What's in it for you?**

**Get exposure to skills unparalleled in the Australian software industry:**
Our worldwide R&D team develops complex, graphics-intensive electronics CAD software.

**Contribute to the development of real features that will help electronic engineers throughout the world:**
Your work will have a direct impact on what we deliver to our customers.

**Get to play with "out of this world" technology:**
Real time 3D graphics for PCB design, web 2.0 rapid development, FPGA and embedded software development tools, just to name a few... It’s all there for you to play with and come up with the next cool feature!

**Last but not least... have a blast!**
The key word in our R&D team is FUN.

**But you have to be the best! Are you?**
An exceptionally talented, motivated graduate with outstanding academic results?
Truly passionate about programming?
Studying Engineering (software, computer, mechatronics, electrical)?
Enthusiastic about cool technology and working on challenging technical problems?

**Then we want to hear from you!**
Send us your resume, covering letter and academic transcript to Altium’s People & Performance team today, via [people.australia@altium.com](mailto:people.australia@altium.com)

To be considered you will need to hold the correct authorizations to work in Australia.

**For more information about our Graduate Program**